
SCRIPTDOCTOR
PROGRAM 101
 

Learn how to 
Script doctor

 professionally
 

 



WHAT IS A
SCRIPTDOCTOR?
 
The correct term is actually a Screenplay Analyst. A screenplay Analyst is
someone whom Studios and production companies hire to fix Screenplays
that are in development.
 
Screenplay Analysts come from all walks of life. Some are trained
screenwriters,
others come from a background in literary criticism, others have worked
themselves
up through the Studio system.
 
But no background can qualify you for the job, which is why it's such a hard
gig to land.
A Screenplay Analyst is required to identify story problems in all genres
and be able to fix them on short notice. - Something that no school or
program teaches, until now...  



The Scriptdoctor 101 Program is designed to teach 

you to master all the necessary techniques you need 

to know to become a Screenplay Analyst. You will 

learn how to read a script as a professional, Identify 

story problems in every genre, write industry 

standard reports and most importantly; suggest 

viable solutions to the problems. If you are a

screenwriter yourself or hope to become one, 

this is the best possible way you can become aware

of how to write, and fix your screenplay so that it

meets industry standard.

 

 

HOW DO I BECOME ONE?
 



 

YOUR LIFE AS A
SCRIPTDOCTOR
As a script doctor, you will receive screenplays
from studios or production companies. These
scripts will usually be in their first or second
draft, written by professional screenwriters.
Your job will then be to analyze them and
supply the studio with notes on what to
change, how and why.
On more complicated projects you will be
required to write out a report on the problems
and the solutions for the screenplay.

And if you are anything like me, you will also

be asked to help develop screenplays, over

evolving drafts in collaboration with the film's

producer and writers.
The legendary Carrie Fisher was beside her acting career, one
of Hollywood's most known Script Doctors.



PROGRAM DURATION AND FORM

L E S S O N S

All lessons are set up as individual

one-on-one sessions, either over

skype or in-person (if you live in

NYC)

The lessons are divided equally

between intense theory and

practice. As a student, you will be

expected to do at least 3

assignments between lessons.

Each lesson is 4 hours and will

be held every 2 weeks.

P R O G R A M  D U R A T I O N

Being able to identify and fix

story problems in all genres and

doing it on a tight deadline, is

not an easy task. You need to

know and master a wide range

of theory and techniques. 

- Things that you won't get

from books. For that reason,

the program runs for one full

year. In practical terms that

means 26 lessons. 



SCREENPLAY DEVELOPMENT

The phases and tools that goes into

professional feature film development.

ADVANCED PLOT STRUCTURE

The 12 plotforms of the Arch Plot, 48

Plot tropes, 3, 4, 5 act structure,

Miniplot,Arch plot and Antiplot

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
INNER STRUCTURE

The driving mechanisms of plot,

Suspense, the dramatic question, design

and orchestration of conflict.

SCRIPT DIAGNOSTICISM

Methods and tools to diagnose a

screenplay.

SCRIPT ANALYSIS

How to read a script the professional

way. And how to write report.

THE 8 GENRES

The Genres, their plot structure,

problems, conventions, tools and tropes.



PERKS
In addition to the skype lessons, you will also

receive lesson materials, such as screenplays,

articles on script doctoring, booklets and textbooks

to help your education.

 

In short, you will receive a bountiful library of

unique teaching materials on everything from In

dept books on specific genres, to articles on plot

problems, writing dialogue and many more things.

 

Last but not least, you will also through this

program have a direct hotline to your

instructor, should you require tutoring

between lessons or help with solving one of

your assignments.

One of the many free perks that are exclusive to
students of these Programs. In this case, 
it is  a 200-page instruction manual
on how to write Horror Screenplays.



WHO CAN SIGN
UP?
The ideal candidate is someone who has had prior experience with screenwriting, on a practical
level, as a writer and theoretically, as well.
 
For some, this could mean a degree in screenwriting or dramatic writing. For others, it might
mean that you don't have any educational background in screenwriting but you have written at
least one script on speculation and tried to either sell it or enter it into contests.
 
you are also someone who has read screenplays before. It could have been in a professional
environment as a studio intern, or it could simply be because you love to ad screenplays.
 

You are not necessarily a film nerd but you are, ideally someone who is quite comfortable with

the classics (movies made before 1985)

 

 



The Scriptdoctor 101

Program is taught and run by

Dan Hoffmann.

Dan studied dramatic writing

at the renowned Tisch film

school at NYU. He has

written 2 produced feature

films but apart from being a

screenwriter, he spends most

of his time as a screenplay

analyst for major studios

such 

as Warner Bros, Focus Features,

New Line Cinema, and many

others. He has also Script

doctored Tv shows like "The

Bridge", "The killing" among

others,

Besides that, Dan also taught

graduate screenwriting at the

Southern University of

Denmark and he is a popular

guest lecturer on screenwriting

around the world.

Dan resides in New York City

with his wife, Dineen.

WHO IS YOUR MAIN MENTOR?
 

Dan on his way to a script meeting at
Paramount Studios.



HOW MUCH
DOES IT COST?
Considering that you will receive personalized mentoring, free text books and materials, the cost
is very low. 
 
Each 3 hour lesson is only $150, amounting to a monthly fee of $300 for two lessons. The cost of
the entire program is therefore $ 3900,- 
 
You can pay the fee on a lesson-per-lesson basis, a monthly basis or, all at once.
If you decide to pay the entire fee in one payment, you will receive a $ 400 discount, putting the
cost of the entire program to a mere, $ 3400,-.
 

 

 

 
 



INTERESTED IN HEARING
MORE ? - CONTACT ME:

dan@scr iptcounsel ing .com


